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Abstract�
We discuss the tradeo�s involved in control of complex articulated agents� and present three implemented con�

trollers for a complex task� a physically�based humanoid torso dancing the Macarena� The three controllers are drawn
from animation� biological models� and robotics� and illustrate the issues of joint�space vs� Cartesian space task
speci�cation and implementation� We evaluate the controllers along several qualitative and quantitative dimensions�
considering naturalness of movement and controller 	exibility� Finally� we propose a general combination approach
to control� aimed at utilizing the strengths of each alternative within a general framework for addressing complex
motor control of articulated agents�

Key words� articulated agent control� motor control� robotics� animation

�� Introduction

Control of humanoid agents� dynamically simulated or physical� is an extremely di�cult problem
due to the high dimensionality of the control space� i�e�� the many degrees of freedom �DOF� and
the redundancy of the system� In robotics� methods have been developed for simpler manipulators
and have been gradually scaled up to more complex arms �Paul ����� Brady� Hollerbach� Johnson�
Lozano	Perez 
 Mason ����� and recently to physical human	like arms �Schaal ����� Williamson
����� Anthropomorphic control has also found an application area in realistic� physically	based
animation� where dynamic simulations of human characters� involving realistic physical models�
matches the complexity of the robotics problem �Pai ����� Hodgins� Wooten� Brogan 
 O�Brien
����� van de Panne 
 Lamouret ������

In this paper� we present three controller implementations to address the tradeo�s involved
in di�erent approaches to articulated control� including joint	space control and Cartesian control�
and their relevance to the di�erent application areas� including biological models� robotics� and
animation� The three controllers are implemented on a physics	based humanoid torso simulation�
and applied to the task of performing a continuous sequence of smooth movements� The movement
sequence chosen is the popular dance �Macarena�� which provides a non	trivial� well	de�ned task
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for comparison� The particular controllers are� joint	space torque control� joint	space force	�eld
control� and Cartesian impedance control� The paper describes each approach� and compares its
performance with human data� The speed and smoothness of the resulting motions are evaluated�
along with other qualitative and quantitative measures�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � gives the relevant background and
related work in manipulator control� including biological� robotics� and animation issues� Section
� describes Adonis� our humanoid simulation test bed� Section � gives a detailed speci�cation of
our task� Section � describes a joint	space torque controller and Section  describes the joint	
space force	�eld	based controller� Section � contrasts those methods with a Cartesian impedance
controller� Section � presents a detailed performance analysis and comparison of the methods along
several criteria including qualitative and quantitative naturalness of appearance and controller use
and �exibility� Section � describes our continued work toward a combination approach to articulated
control� and Section �� concludes the paper�

�� Background and Related Work

Computer animation and robotics are two primary areas of research into motion for arti�cial agents�
This section brie�y reviews each� and then introduces some biological inspiration for the types of
control we will discuss�

���� Control in Robotics

In robotics� manipulator control has been largely� but not exclusively� addressed for point	to	point
reaching� Position control of manipulators is a mature area of research o�ering a variety of standard
techniques� A review of robotics methods can be found in Craig ������� Paul ������� and Brady
et al� ������� Solving the inverse kinematics �IK�� or �nding the relevant joint angles to obtain a
desired end	point position and orientation for a given manipulator� is a di�cult task� especially when
the structure is redundant �Baker 
 Wampler II ������ Rather than solving the inverse kinematics
analytically� some techniques linearize the system kinematics about the operating point� using either
the Jacobian �Salisbury ������ or the inverse Jacobian �Whitney ���� to achieve position control�
The uses of the pseudo	inverse of the Jacobian for redundant systems has also been explored �Klein

 Huang ������

Control methods which were originally used for force control such as hybrid position�force control
�Raibert 
 Craig ������ inspired work on sti�ness control �Salisbury ����� and the more general
impedance control �Hogan ����� which can be used to control the end	point position �see Section ���
Nearly all of these techniques have been augmented to include models of the robot�s dynamics in
order to improve the accuracy of control� The most common example is the computed torque
method� where the inverse dynamics of the manipulator are solved to provide feed	forward torques
during a motion �Luh� Walker 
 Paul ������

In addition� learning methods� using a variety of techniques �neural networks� fuzzy logic� adap	
tive control� etc�� have also been explored and continue to be applied to these problems �Atkeson
����� Schaal 
 Atkeson ����� Slotine 
 Li ����� Jordan 
 Rumelhart ������

���� Control in Computer Animation

In computer graphics� �D character animation has traditionally been created by hand� but recent	
ly� physical modeling has been used to automatically generate realistic motion� Current techniques
for physical modeling can be classi�ed by their level of automation� some methods minimize user	
speci�ed constraints with an automatic solver while others rely on controllers that require stronger
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user intervention� For example� Witkin 
 Kass ������ presented a constraint	based approach with
speci�ed start and end conditions that generated motion containing characteristics such as anticipa	
tion and determination� Cohen ������ extended this approach with higher DOF systems and more
complex constraints� Ngo 
 Marks ������ introduced a constraint approach to creating behaviors
automatically using genetic algorithms�

Hand	tuned control of dynamic simulations has been applied successfully to more complex sys	
tems such as articulated full	body human �gures� Dynamic simulation has been used to generate
graphical motion by applying dynamics to physically	based models and using forward integration�
Simulation ensures physically plausible motion by enforcing the laws of physics� Pai ������ simulat	
ed walking gaits� drawing strongly from robotics work� His torso and legs use a controller based on
high	level time	varying constraints� Raibert 
 Hodgins ������ demonstrated rigid body dynamic
simulations of legged creatures� Their hand	tuned controllers consist of state machines that cycle
through rule	based constraints to perform di�erent gaits� Hodgins et al� ������ extended this work
to human characters� suggesting a toolbox of techniques for controlling articulated human	like
systems to generate athletic behaviors such as �D running� diving� and bicycling� van de Panne

 Lamouret ������ used search techniques to �nd balancing controllers for human	like character
locomotion� aiming at more automatic control of such simulated agents�

Other methods for generating animation automatically exist as well� including motion capture
and procedural animation� but are not as relevant to the controller work presented here� For a more
complete review of control in computer animation� see Badler� Barsky 
 Zeltzer �������

���� Control with Biological Motivation

The �exibility and e�ciency of biological motion provides a desirable model for complex agent
control� Our work is inspired by a speci�c principle derived from evidence in neuroscience� Mussa	
Ivaldi 
 Giszter ������� Giszter� Mussa	Ivaldi 
 Bizzi ������ and related work on spinalized frogs
and rats suggests the existence of force	�eld motor primitives that converge to single equilibrium
points and produce high	level behaviors such as reaching and wiping� When a particular �eld is
activated� the frog�s leg executes a behavior and comes to rest at a position that corresponds to
the equilibrium point� when two or more �elds are activated� either a linear superposition of the
�elds is obtained� or one of the �elds dominates �Mussa	Ivaldi� Giszter 
 Bizzi ������ This suggests
an elegant organizational principle for motor control� in which entire behaviors are coded with
low	level force	�elds� and may be combined into higher	level� more complex behaviors�

The idea of supplying an agent with a collection of basis behaviors or primitives representing
force	�elds� and combining those into a general repertoire for complex motion� is very appealing� Our
previous work �Matari�c ����� Matari�c ������ inspired by the same biological results� has successfully
applied the idea of basis behaviors to control of planar mobile agents�robots� This paper extends
the notion to agents with more DOF� The work most similar to ours was performed by Williamson
����� and Marjanovi�c� Scassellati 
 Williamson ������ who presented a controller for reaching
with a 	DOF robot arm� based on the same biological evidence� The system used superposition to
interpolate between three reaching primitives� and one resting posture�

Another inspiration comes from psychophysical data describing what people �xate on when
observing human movement� Matari�c 
 Pomplun ������ and Matari�c 
 Pomplun ������ demon	
strate that when presented with videos of human �nger� hand� and arm movements� observers focus
on the hand� yet when asked to imitate the movements� subjects are able to reconstruct complete
trajectories �even for unnatural movements involving multiple DOF� in spite of having attended to
the end	point� This could suggest some form of internal models of complete behaviors or primitives
for movement� which e�ectively encapsulate the details of low	level control� Given an appropriately
designed motor controller� tasks could be speci�ed largely by end	point positions and a few addi	
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tional constraints� and the controller could generate the appropriate corresponding postures and
trajectories�

�� Adonis� The Dynamic Humanoid Torso Simulation

Our chosen implementation test bed� Adonis� is a rigid	body simulation of a human torso� with
static graphical legs �Figure ��� consisting of eight rigid links connected with revolute joints of one
and three DOF� totaling �� DOF� The dynamic model for Adonis was created by using methods
described in Hodgins et al� ������� Mass and moment	of	inertia information is generated from
the graphical body parts and human density estimates� Equations of motion are calculated using
a commercial solver� SD�Fast �Hollars� Rosenthal 
 Sherman ������ The simulation acts under
gravity� accepts other external forces from the environment� No collision detection� with itself or
its environment� or joint limits are used in the described implementations� we have implemented
these extensions in subsequent work�
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Figure �� The Adonis dynamic simulation test bed consisting of eight rigid links connected with revolute joints of
one and three DOF� totaling 
� DOF�

Adonis is particularly well	suited for testing and comparing di�erent motor control strategies�
the simulation is fairly stable and the static ground alleviates the need for explicit balance control�
In addition� virtual external forces may be applied to the end	points without explicit calculation
of the inverse kinematics �IK� of the arms� This� in turn� enables us to implement and evaluate
experimental controllers for human	like movement more easily� while having the simulation software
handle the issues of IK and dynamics� The next section introduces the task used to compare di�erent
control approaches on Adonis�

	� Task Speci
cation

Natural� goal	driven movement relies on precise speci�cation and coordination� and realistic con	
straints� As a test task should be challenging to control but familiar enough to evaluate� we chose
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the Macarena� a popular dance which involves a sequence of coordinated movements that con	
stitute natural sub	tasks� We used a verbal description of the Macarena� found on the Web at
http���www�radiopro�com�macarena�html� and aimed at teaching people the dance� Omitting the
hip and whole	body sub	tasks at the end� the description is given in Table I�

Table I� The �
 sub�tasks of the Macarena�

�� Extend right arm straight out� palm down


� Extend left arm straight out� palm down

� Rotate right hand �palm up�

�� Rotate left hand �palm up�

�� Touch right hand to top of your left shoulder

�� Touch left hand to top of your right shoulder

�� Touch right hand to the back of your head

�� Touch left hand to the back of your head

�� Touch right hand to the left side of your ribs

��� Touch left hand to the right side of your ribs

��� Move right hand to your right hip

�
� Move left hand to your left hip

This description� given as a set of sub	tasks� was used directly as the formal speci�cation of the
Macarena task� No task	level planning or sequencing was necessary because the order is provided
by the dance speci�cation� It is interesting that the individual sub	tasks are not speci�ed in a
consistent frame of reference� The �rst four deal with a de�ned posture of the whole arm� perhaps
best expressed in joint angles� while the rest de�ne the hand position� and are thus better described
in an ego	centric Cartesian reference frame� As mentioned above �Section ��� people watching
movement do not appear to pay active attention to the whole arm� but rather focus on the hand�
However� hand position alone does not su�ciently constrain the rest of the arm� whose other joints
also require speci�cation� thus a mixture of coordinate frames is needed� This type of heterogeneous
task speci�cation is common in natural language descriptions� and control systems must satisfy each
of the di�erent goals regardless of the underlying representation� To address the issue of controller
representation� we used the same Macarena speci�cation to implement three di�erent alternatives�
described next�

�� The Joint�Space PD�Servo Approach

Joint	space controllers command torques for all actuated joints in a manipulator� and have been used
successfully as low	level controllers to generate behaviors for a variety of systems �Pai ����� Raibert

 Hodgins ����� Hodgins et al� ����� van de Panne 
 Lamouret ������ We implemented the
Macarena by calculating the torques for each joint as a function of angular position and velocity
errors between the feedback state and desired state� i�e�� by using a hand	tuned PD	servo controller�

� � k��desired � �actual� � kd� ��desired � ��actual� ���

where k is the sti�ness of the joint� kd the damping� �desired � ��desired are the desired angles and
velocities for the joints� and �actual� ��actual are the actual angles and velocities�

To generate the Macarena controller� the desired angles used for the feedback error are interpo	
lated from hand	picked target postures� The postures are derived from the task speci�cation� each
corresponding to one of the �� sub	tasks enumerated in Section � above� Intermediate postures
between sub	tasks were used as via points to help guide the joint trajectories through di�cult tran	
sitions� For example� a via point was needed for swinging the hands around the head to prevent
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a direct yet unacceptable path through the head� The incremental desired angles use a spline to
smoothly interpolate between the postures and via points� Gains for the PD	servo are chosen by
hand and remain constant through the whole Macarena�

The PD	servo approach allows direct control of each actuated joint in the system� giving the user
local control of the details of each behavior� However� the controller in turn requires a complete
set of desired angles at all times� Specifying that information can be tedious� especially for joints
such as the neck that are less important to the behavior being generated� Interpolating between
postures is a reasonable method for reducing the required amount of information� The control of
actuated joints may be individually modi�ed using their respective desired angles� thus allowing
localized control over the generated motion� All desired postures are speci�ed as a set of angles
in joint	space� In the Macarena� position constraints such as �hands behind the head�� can be
satis�ed with user	level feedback� However� precise Cartesian space constraints� like ��nger on the
tip of the nose�� would be di�cult to control with hand	tuning using joint	space errors directly�
For these cases an inverse kinematics solver could be used to generate desired angles from position
constraints�

� The Joint�Space Force�Field Approach

The second implemented controller we describe is a non	linear force	�eld approach based on the
recent work by Mussa	Ivaldi ������� inspired by the biological data described in Section �� In earlier
work� Mussa	Ivaldi 
 Giszter ������ showed that a small number of force	�eld primitives could be
used to generate a wide range of force �elds at the frog�s foot� By combining the primitives using
superposition� the end	point of a simulated leg could be moved to di�erent parts of the workspace�
However� the actual path taken by the leg under the in�uence of the �eld is not straight or natural
looking� Subsequently� Mussa	Ivaldi ������ showed how combinations of primitives can be used to
move from one point to another in a straight line� In that work� the primitives were weighted using
step and pulse functions� steps to achieve a target position� and pulses to control the trajectory of
the motion�

To apply this approach to the Macarena task� stable joint	space potential �elds with single
static equilibrium points are combined to generate control for each sub	task� These primitives are
combined with weighting functions such that step functions move the agent to its sub	task target
position and pulse functions dictate desired trajectories for the arm motion� such as moving the
hand to avoid the head�
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Figure �� Graph showing the di�erence between the linear and non�linear joint�space controllers� The torque due to
the non�linear controllers drops o� at high errors�
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Each primitive or force	�eld is speci�ed as a torque	angle relationship at each joint of the arm�

� � ��t� �actual� ��actual� ���

where � is the joint torque� and � is a torque	angle relationship primitive depending on time� actual
angle �actual and its derivative ��actual� A primitive �i for a particular joint with sti�ness k� damping
kd� and desired angle �desired � is calculated as�

�i � �k��actual � �desired�e
�k��actual��desired�

��� � kd ��actual ���

This de�nes a non	linear relationship� which is the derivative of a Gaussian potential centered at
�desired � The non	linear response of this controller is similar to a linear PD	servo for small errors
��actual � �desired�� However� with large errors� the torque calculated by the primitive drops o�
exponentially� as shown in Figure �� Mussa	Ivaldi 
 Giszter ������ suggest that this behavior is
consistent with biological muscle� and that the non	linearity of the controller increases the richness
of behavior that can be produced�

We speci�ed each sub	task of the Macarena with two such non	linear primitives combined to
create the whole motion� The two primitives perform di�erent tasks� the static position� de�ned
by a force	�eld �i weighted by a step function �i�t�� and the path between sub	tasks� manipulated
using another force	�eld �i� itself weighted by a pulse function �i�t��

� � �i�t��i�t� �actual� ��actual� � �i�t��i�t� �actual� ��actual� ���

The step function is de�ned by�

�i�t� �

��
�
t� ������sin���t� if � 	 t 	 �
� if t � �
� if t � �

���

which yields a smooth transition in the control corresponding to movement toward a particular
�nal posture de�ned by �desired� The pulse function is de�ned by�

�i�t� �

�
�� cos���t� if � 	 t 	 �
� if t � � or t � �

��

which creates a smooth adjustment in the trajectory allowing separate control of the path taken in
the movement�

Our implementation di�ers from Mussa	Ivaldi ������ in a number of ways� Mussa	Ivaldi uses a
set of arbitrarily chosen primitives� and solves a least squares optimization problem to determine the
sizes of the steps and pulses� Rather than select arbitrary primitives� we chose ours to correspond
to the positions of the arm at each sub	task� thus simplifying the weighting� This is a pragmatic
decision� it is unclear how well the optimization method scales from the � DOF system implemented
in the Mussa	Ivaldi paper� to the full �� DOF Adonis simulation� Finally� in the Mussa	Ivaldi work
the primitives are de�ned as a Gaussian potential in the full joint	space� coupling the joints� while
in our implementation they are treated independently��

This force	�eld	based joint	space controller �heretofore referred to as the torque	�eld controller�
is similar to the PD	servo joint	space controller described in the previous section� in that they both
rely on torque	angle relationships at the joints to determine the arm motion� The main di�erence

� Mussa�Ivaldi de�nes �i as

�i � �k��actual � �desired�e
��k
P

joints
��actual��desired�

����
� b ��actual

which couples the joints through the exponential term�
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actualX

F

desiredX

Figure �� Impedance Control� The virtual force F is computed by attaching a virtual spring and damper from the
hand position x to the desired position xe� The torques at the joints are then calculated to produce this desired force
at the end of the arm� and thus move it to the desired position�

is that the torque	�eld approach uses non	linear controllers at the joints� as opposed to the linear
PD	servos� This non	linearity allows the controller to simply switch set	points for a new task� rather
than interpolate as in the linear case� and to use pulse functions to manipulate the trajectory� rather
than de�ne explicit via points�

�� The Cartesian Impedance Control Approach

In contrast to the �rst two� our third implemented controller acts in the Cartesian frame of reference�
which allows for a more intuitive interface for the user� as the Cartesian position of the hand is easier
to visualize than the angles of all the joints� The approach is based on the principle of impedance
control� introduced by Hogan ������� has been applied to robot manipulation� The general principle
is to modulate the mechanical impedance of the end	point of an arm by altering the torques at the
arm�s joints� Mechanical impedance for an object is de�ned as the relationship between an imposed
disturbance and a generated force� For example� a compressed spring exerts a force proportional
to the displacement� The impedance of such a system is constant and equal to the sti�ness of
the spring� For a more complicated mechanism like a robot arm� the mechanical impedance is
determined by the control at the joint level� For example� a mechanical arm can be made to appear
as if a virtual spring and damper are connected to some equilibrium point� moving the point will
drag the arm around� and the arm will automatically return to its equilibrium position if disturbed�
Arranging the control of the arm in this way has advantages in terms of stability� especially when
interacting with di�erent environments �Colgate 
 Hogan ������

Our impedance controller calculates the force F from the virtual spring and damper� as illus	
trated in Figure �� given by�

F � K�xdesired � xactual��B� �xdesired � �xactual� ���

where xactual is the 	D vector de�ning the position and orientation of the end	point �hand� in
space� �xactual is a vector of velocities� and xdesired and �xdesired are 	D vectors of desired posi	
tions�orientations and velocities� K and B are sti�ness and damping matrices� This desired force is
implemented by applying torques � at the joints� which are calculated using the Jacobian J��actual��
using the following simple relation �Craig ������

� � J��actual�
TF ���
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Applying this equation results in stable control of the position and orientation of the hand over the
workspace of the arms� However� it does not constrain the �nal orientation of the whole arm� or
prevent the arm from violating joint limits or moving through the body� To further constrain the
arm� a second impedance controller was added to control the elbow motion� This allows the positions
of the elbow and the hand to be moved� which is an intuitively sensible method of constraining the
arm motion� Experiments showed that the best way to control the elbow was to specify a desired
orientation for the upper arm� rather than specifying the elbow position�� The control is calculated
in a similar manner to Equation �� although the Jacobian is de�ned for the transformations between
the elbow and �D shoulder joint� and the force F is only due to desired rotations� Other terms
added to the impedance control include compensation for the e�ect of gravity on the links of the
arms �g��actual��� and some extra damping at the shoulder joint �bshoulder�� making the �nal torque
applied to the joints�

� � JT
handFhand � JT

elbowFelbow � g��actual� � bshoulder ���

To perform each sub	task of the Macarena� we specify the desired position and orientation of the
hand� and the desired orientation of the upper arm� The control scheme then calculates the torques
at the joints in order to move the arm to that position� and maintain it there� Low	level PD	servos� as
described previously� control the waist and neck� To move between sub	tasks� a linear interpolation
scheme is used to gradually shift the desired positions� As with the PD	servo controller� extra via
points are used to avoid collisions with the head�

The method has several advantages over position control techniques using inverse kinematics
�Baker 
 Wampler II ������ It is computationally simple� requiring only the forward kinematics
and the Jacobian �Whitney ������ and it is stable both when moving freely� and during contact
with surfaces �Hogan ������ In addition� the general formulation of impedance control provides a
simple merging mechanism for di�erent control strategies �Beccari 
 Stramigioli ������

The main di�culty encountered when implementing this scheme was �nding a compact and
intuitive way to specify the orientations of the elbow and hand� The orientation of the hand was
speci�ed using a single angle relative to the lower arm� while the orientation of the upper arm
was speci�ed by aligning the x	axis of the segment with a desired vector� In addition� the scheme
produces straight	line motions of the hand which are not always the most natural� For example�
when moving the hand from straight out �sub	task �� to touching the shoulder �sub	task ��� the most
natural motion is for the hand to come up and over� rather than moving directly in a straight line�
A curved solution is possible with this controller� but would require a more detailed speci�cation
of the desired trajectory�

As an alternative to impedance control� the simulation system allows arbitrary forces to be
applied to the end	point of the arm� Thus a force could be calculated as in Equation �� and directly
applied to the hand� A variant of this approach was experimented with� applying the following
force�

F � c�vactual � vdesired�jxactual � xdesiredj ����

where vdesired is the desired velocity� vactual is the actual velocity� x de�ned as above� and c is a gain
constant� For carefully chosen values of c� this controller has the e�ect of moving the hand to the
desired Cartesian position xdesired� Although simpler to implement than the impedance controller�
this controller has a number of disadvantages� Since the force is only applied at the hand� high
damping has to be used to constrain the rest of the arm� which results in unnatural motion� The

� This is due to the fact that under impedance control� the arm moved under the in	uence of the applied virtual
springs and dampers at the hand and elbow� The e�ect of two forces on the arm can be unintuitive for arbitrary
positioning of the set�points� Specifying the orientation of the upper arm� as well as the position and orientation of
the hand� makes the system much more predictable and easy to operate�
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Figure �� An example of Adonis performing the Macarena� shown as a series of snap�shots� in this case using the
joint�space torque PD�servo controller�

impedance controller was also found to be less sensitive to singular con�gurations of the arms �such
as in sub	task �� where the arm is straight�� For these reasons� we chose not to use this �nal control
method for evaluation� for more details on this implementation� see Matari�c� Zordan 
 Mason
�����b��

�� Performance Analysis and Comparisons

Analysis and evaluation of complex behavior is an open research challenge� As synthetic behaviors
for agents in animation� robotics� and AI become more complex� the issue of analysis becomes
increasingly acute� In this section� we explore several evaluation criteria� both qualitative and
quantitative� and make observations about di�erences between the di�erent controllers performing
the same task� consistencies from task to task for a single controller� and similarities between human
and synthetic motion�

���� Naturalness of Movement� Qualitative

Judging the naturalness of movement is an important aspect of both robotic and animation eval	
uation� but aesthetic judgment is di�cult to quantify� Qualitative judgments of motion require
real	time playbacks of recorded behaviors� for the three controllers we implemented� those are
available from� http���www�robotics�usc�edu�� agents�macarena�html

Figure � shows a time	lapse image for sub	task �� with the goal of facilitating a qualitative
comparison of the arm trajectory generated by each of the three controllers� The impedance con	
troller is shown on the left� torque	�eld controller in the middle� and the PD	servo controller on the
right� While the beginning and end postures are very similar for all three� and all paths are valid
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Figure �� A time�lapse image of sub�task ��� showing the trajectories the hand takes using the di�erent controllers�
impedance on the left� torque��eld in the middle� and PD�servo on the right�

in that they avoid body collisions and unnatural postures� the paths themselves vary signi�cantly�
The motion generated by the PD	servo is smooth but contains an exaggerated curve� due to the
joint	space spline interpolation between the chosen via points� The torque	�eld movement is also
smooth� resulting from the Gaussian controllers� In contrast� the impedance controller motion is
more jerky because its set	point moves along straight lines�

Many di�erences between human movement and that of our simulated agents are due to the
underlying dynamics of our chosen test bed� the qualitative features caused by the limitations of
the dynamic simulation must be separated from those dictated by the underlying controller� Rigid
body simulation imposes limitations that cannot be overcome by control� For instance� Adonis�s un	
actuated spine necessarily appears sti�� Furthermore� dynamic simulation constrains motion to be
physically plausible but not necessarily natural� For example� since the simulation does not constrain
joint limits or avoid collisions� the controllers must handle these limitations directly� Because the
controllers have no knowledge of body boundaries� avoiding self	collisions was accomplished through
the user�s choice of desired positions and�or angles� resulting in conservative� unnatural trajectories�
This can be improved with direct collision prediction and avoidance� as well as by built	in joint
limits� In contrast to limitations caused by the simulation� some qualitative di�erences are caused
by the controllers directly� For example� the joint	space torque method interpolated postures with
splines to smooth the resulting motion� It also included small head and hand movements that
produce more natural appearance for the overall motion�

Qualitative di�erences between controllers are often aesthetic� and thus di�cult to quantify�
Some metrics� such as comfort� can be applied� but even those vary under di�erent dynamics
and involve some observer�performer bias� To avoid this problem� the next section addresses two
approaches to a more quantitative evaluation of the controllers�

���� Naturalness of Movement� Quantitative

The whole arm path� analyzed qualitatively in the previous section� is still too complex to easily
compare in a quantitative fashion without introducing external metrics� To focus� we consider only
the end	e�ector motion� particularly the velocity and jerk of the dominant or active hand during
individual sub	tasks� As a base	case or control in this analysis� we use hand positions recorded from
a human performing the Macarena�
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������ Comparison of End�E�ector Speed
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Figure �� A comparison of the hand velocity pro�les in four sub�tasks� sub�task 
 �extending the arm to straight
out�� sub�task � �moving from straight out to touching the shoulder�� sub�task � �moving from shoulder to the back
of the head�� and sub�task �� �moving from the back of the head to the ribs�� and human data�

Hand position data of a person performing the Macarena were recorded with a commercial Flock
of Birds electro	magnetic tracking system and used to compute the hand velocities� These are
compared to the velocities of the three controllers we implemented� Figure  shows the velocities
for the analyzed controllers and for a human performing the dance�

To evaluate an individual controller performing a given sub	task� we consider the overall shape
and smoothness of the velocity pro�le as well as the peak speed� Since the human motion data was
recorded at fairly low variable sample rates �about � samples�sec�� it produces stair	step velocity
pro�les� we assume the e�ect would be smoothed with higher frequency samples� An analysis of
peak velocities shows that the joint	space PD	servo torque controller generated unnaturally fast
hand movements while the other two controllers more closely matched the human peak speeds� In
contrast� the same controller generated the smoothest and most symmetric hand pro�les� natural
human movement has been categorized as having such symmetric properties �Morasso ����� Atkeson

 Hollerbach ������ Furthermore� in the movements not requiring collision avoidance �sub	tasks �
and �� the impedance controller produced motion that closely matches the shape of the human
velocity pro�le�

Di�erences in hand movements from task to task indicate how a controller performs over a
variety of sub	tasks and suggest the potential generality of that controller for use in new tasks�
Task variability exercises the controller by forcing it to perform in a variety of conditions� Notably�
sub	tasks � and �� require more sophisticated paths in order to avoid head�arm collisions� The PD	
servo and impedance controllers use via points to avoid this collision� The e�ect of these postures
can be seen most dramatically in the speed pro�le for sub	task �� noting the change in speed
corresponding to the posture change at about ��� seconds� However� the torque	�eld controller uses
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an initial pulse to control the overall trajectory and it remains more consistent across these tasks�
Although the via points help achieve the goal of collision avoidance� the resulting velocity pro�les
indicate the need for a more sophisticated approach�

������ Comparison of End�E�ector Jerk
Minimal jerk of hand position has been proposed by Flash 
 Hogan ������ as a metric for describing
human arm movements in the plane� Inspired by their work in planar motion� we propose a �D
evaluation metric� according to the following index�
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where 
�x�
t� is the third derivative of x� y and z positions with respect to time� We chose jerk as
an evaluation metric over other measures such as minimum torque change �Uno� Kawato 
 Suzuki
����� or energy �Nelson ������ because it is much easier to record from a human subject and is
also a good measure of smoothness�
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Figure �� A comparison of the jerk values for the di�erent controllers �PD�servo� torque��eld� and impedance�� and
for human data� The lines connecting the data points do not correspond to actual data� since the sub�tasks are
calculated independently� and map to left and right hand movements�

The calculated jerk values of the three di�erent controllers and the human data are shown
in the graph �Figure �� corresponding to the square jerk for the active hand �e�g�� in sub	task
� the right arm� in sub	task � the left arm� and so on� over the length of the task� We do not
expect a correspondence between the controllers and the human jerk values� but instead focus on
trends across sub	tasks� As expected� movements that involve collision avoidance with the head
�i�e�� sub	tasks � through ��� have high jerk values overall� re�ecting their complexity� Since jerk is
based solely on Cartesian movement� it is low for movements that are primarily speci�ed by joint
constraints �i�e�� sub	tasks � and � which command �turn the hand palm up��� Finally� low jerk
also results from movements over short distances between Cartesian goals �i�e�� sub	tasks �� and
��� moving the hand from one hip to the other��

Jerk is a sensitive measure that varies strongly from task to task and from controller to con	
troller� thus the log scale� Furthermore� the motion	capture system used to gather human data
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can su�er from marker slippage� adding further noise into the evaluation� We made no e�ort to
create correspondence between the paths taken by the human and the di�erent controllers� and
thus variability in arm path is unaccounted for� Finally� timing has an e�ect on the jerk� slower
movements have less jerk than faster ones� The movements shown do not all have the same timing
and� although we tried various methods to normalize according to the timing� the data shown do
not account for these di�erences explicitly� i�e�� are not normalized� Therefore� the exact values in
this graph are less reliable than the general trends they indicate� and it is remarkable to see the
obvious correlations between the di�erent data sets�

���� Controller Use and Flexibility

In addition to evaluating the success of the controllers in creating a life	like Macarena� we have
also evaluated the controllers from the user�s point of view� In this section we consider issues such
as the amount of information required by each controller� the ease with which that information is
input to the simulation� the simplicity with which the �nal motion is tuned for the various cases�
and the actual computational complexity of the controllers themselves�

Once the gains and other constants have been �xed� there is not a great di�erence in the amount
of information required by the three di�erent controllers� The torque	�eld controller has the lowest
overhead� requiring �� values per arm per sub	task �� for the step function� and � for the pulse��
The PD	servo controller requires only � values per arm� but these need to be input at every time	
step of the simulation� thus calling for an extra interpolation routine� The impedance controller
also requires � values� including the hand position� orientation and the elbow orientation� like the
PD	servo� it also uses an interpolation routine�

Rather more important than the number of parameters needed to specify a particular position is
the ease with which that information is determined� For the PD	servo and torque	�eld controllers�
this information is input in joint	space� so the user needs to solve the inverse kinematics of the arm
manually� usually by trying di�erent angles and adjusting� This is straight	forward if a little tedious�
due to the fact that the joints are in an articulated chain� making the e�ect of any one joint on the
arm motion dependent on the angles of all the others� The impedance controller works in Cartesian
space� which makes the speci�cation of hand positions much easier� Specifying the orientations of
the elbow and hand is slightly more di�cult� however� mainly due to the awkwardness of specifying
three	dimensional rotations� This illustrates the fundamental tradeo� between the two types of
control� the joint	space controllers are awkward to use but have explicit control over all the joints�
while the Cartesian space controller is easier to use� but has less control over the individual degrees
of freedom�

A third factor is the in�uence of the dynamics of the arm� While dancing the Macarena� the
arm is moving quickly enough for dynamics to be important� making the choice of set	points�
and particularly via points� quite important� For the torque	�eld controller� the pulse torque	�eld
requires hand	tuning to create the motion� while for the other controllers� the positions of the via
points requires hand	tuning� Since the motion of the arm is not wholly determined by the positions
of these points� it is di�cult to map from an error in the arm path to changes in a speci�c parameter�
This di�culty is apparent in both reference frames� for the same reasons as described previously�

A �nal evaluation can be made in terms of the complexity of the implementation� The most
computationally simple controller is the PD	servo method� followed closely by the torque	�eld
controller� The impedance controller is considerably more complex� requiring a �	by	 and a �	
by	� Jacobian matrix to be calculated at each time	step� as well as numerous vector operations
for gravity compensation� However� this is still considerably less complex than any explicit inverse
kinematics algorithm� The increased complexity of the impedance controller presents a trade	o� in
return for the ease of specifying positions in Cartesian space�
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�� Continuing Work� The Combination Approach

The three controller implementations we presented all involve unavoidable tradeo�s� because each
uses only a single� consistent approach to generating movement� However� di�erent reference frames
appear even in the simplest task speci�cations� resulting in unnatural and challenging transforma	
tions between the speci�cation and the implementation� From the stand	point of the user� as well as
the appearance of the �nal synthesized behavior� it would be preferable to have a means of �exibly
combining the di�erent control alternatives� so as to always utilize the approach most suited for a
given task or sub	task� We are currently working on developing just such an approach to control�

Our approach is implemented within the behavior	based framework �Matari�c ����� Brooks ������
which uses behaviors as abstractions for encapsulating low	level control details within each prim	
itive� Consequently� we can implement generic primitives such as get�posture and go�to�point and
parameterize them with the speci�c goals of each sub	task� as it is assigned� One of the bene�ts of
the behavior decomposition is not only that there are di�erent ways of structuring a given system
�i�e�� di�erent types of controllers�� but also that once a behavior decomposition is achieved� the spe	
ci�c behavior controllers can themselves vary� depending on the available sensors and e�ectors� For
example� get�posture can be implemented with di�erent types of joint	space controllers� and� anal	
ogously� go�to�point can use di�erent Cartesian controllers� if desired� Furthermore� other behavior
types can be added� such as an oscillator	based primitives for movements such as bouncing� waving�
swinging� etc �Williamson ������

In an early demonstration of this approach� Matari�c� Williamson� Demiris 
 Mohan �����a�
employed the notion of di�erent types of motor primitives as behaviors to generate the same
Macarena sub	tasks� There� the sub	tasks were assigned di�erent types of controllers� PD	servo
joint	space control for posture	related sub	tasks �such as sub	tasks � through ��� and impedance
Cartesian control� for extrinsic or body	centered movements �such as sub	tasks � through ���� Our
implementation executed each sub	task sequentially� thus eliminating interference between the dif	
ferent controllers� Besides sequencing� however� behaviors�primitives can also be co	activated� i�e��
executed in parallel� For example� our implementation included an avoid�collisions primitive exe	
cuted concurrently with any get�posture or go�to�point primitive� in order to generate safe� collision	
free movement� Concurrent behavior combination is more complex than sequencing� however� and
requires consistent output representations between the controllers being combined �Matari�c ������

Using di�erent types of primitives assumes that either the user or some intelligent automated
method can subdivide the overall task into sub	tasks� and assign those to the most appropriate types
of behaviors�primitives� We believe that these are not unreasonable assumptions� Human	generated
speci�cations are typically sequential and presented in a step	wise fashion� Sub	task breaks can also
be generated directly from observing movement� such as for example using zero	velocity breaks
for each end	point� Automatically assigning sub	tasks to primitives is more complex� it could be
coarsely approximated using parsing and key	word search of the textual task speci�cation� which
provides strong hints in the form of references body parts and joints�

In such a combination control system� individual behaviors may utilize di�erent representations�
coordinate frames� and underlying computation� but their use and performance can be seamlessly
integrated by sequencing and co	activation� An e�ective means of encapsulating generic behaviors
would also allow the integration of control schemes from di�erent users� As complex articulated
agents become more prevalent� such a modular approach to control could use its �open architecture�
to combine the advantages of various successful approaches�
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��� Conclusion

We have compared a set of three approaches for control of anthropomorphic agents� including PD	
servo control� torque	�eld control� and impedance control� implemented on the same dynamic torso
simulation� Adonis� and tested on the same Macarena sub	tasks� We compared the three controllers
against one another and against human data� using qualitative and quantitative metrics� including
naturalness of appearance� hand velocity and jerk� and controller use and �exibility�

To facilitate a realistic comparison� the controllers and the human data were generated indepen	
dently� However� various techniques can be implemented to generate a closer �t between the data�
if that is desired� Speci�cally� human hand positions could be used to select goal positions for the
impedance controller� Similarly� an IK solver could be used to compute postures for the joint	space
controllers that achieve these hand positions� Timing taken from human motion could be used
to generate simulated motion that more closely �ts the human performance� Lastly� minimization
techniques could be applied to the controller parameters to �nd movements that minimize jerk
and�or match other performance metrics�

The fundamental tradeo� between believability and control e�ort still remains� as the approaches
produce di�erent results depending on sub	task speci�cation� In order to address these tradeo�s�
we proposed a combination framework which allows di�erent types of movement primitives �under
di�erent reference frames and representations� to be used for di�erent types of sub	tasks� in order
to maximize the match between the description of the task and the controller that achieves it�
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